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Dear Mission Partners and Friends, May 2022

This February, our congregation voted to purchase the Mazomanie Elementary school for our future home!

Throughout this vote, we also understood that no determinations had yet been made as to the future of our

current building or our property on the corner of Hwy 14 and Hwy 78.

Due to recent developments, the New Heights Vision Team has decided to move forward with posting the Hwy

14 and 78 Property to the Multiple Listing Services (MLS).  Any decision made by the Vision Team to accept an

offer on the property will have to be approved at a congregational meeting– listing the property is just the first

step in understanding more about our current assets.

How much did we pay for the Hwy 14 & 78 Property? How much are we listing it for?

We purchased the 9.9 acre property in March, 2011 for $240,000. The land was paid off in 2014. The Vision

Team is working with a local realtor on the assessment of our current properties. After discussing recent sold,

expired, and active listings, it was recommended the property have a starting list price of $380,000.

Why now?

The New Heights Vision Team has been approached by multiple parties interested in our current properties.

We have reached a point of needing to have more information on their worth and market value.  Posting our

properties allows for all interested parties to participate in the conversation, and keeps the opportunity open

to those who may be cautious to approach without an invitation.  We also recognize that the sale of this asset

could be an immense help in our renovation process–an offer of $350,000 or more would fully compensate for

the purchase of the school.

How will I be involved?

The Vision Team is working with a local realtor on the assessment of our current properties.  The property will

be listed starting at $380,000 and will go live the week of May 15th.  While the Vision Team does not require

congregational approval to post the property (just a majority vote from Vision Team members), any decision

regarding acceptance of any formal offer(s) will have to be approved via a congregational vote.  Once the

property has been posted:

● The Vision Team will be a part of the review process for incoming offers.

● The congregation will receive a 10-day (minimum) notification for a congregational meeting.

● A congregational vote will be held (in-person and via zoom) to accept or reject the top offer(s).

● A congregational majority vote will determine the final decision regarding any offer acceptance

resulting in property sale.

(OVER)



What about our current church building in Black Earth?

The Vision Team will be handling the decision for the Hwy 14 property and Black Earth building as two

independent situations.  We are working with the realtor on both properties, as we have also received multiple

inquiries of interest regarding the sale of our current church building.  We are in conversation with Heights

Unlimited, among others, and continue to be thoughtful about the different opportunities this asset may

provide to the WI Heights area.  At this time, the only formal information is that we are in the assessment

process to be prepared for what God has in store for our new future location and community center.

We continue to hold all of these decisions with high regard and intentionality.  The Vision Team was not

anticipating such immediate interest in our properties, and we look forward to discerning more about God’s

plan for our faith community!  The Finance Team is also working to gather information on our existing assets

and transitional needs, and will be making recommendations as we continue through this process.

Thank you for your ongoing prayers and readiness to be involved.   As always, please reach out with any

personal questions or considerations you may be processing at this time.  We look forward to continuing this

journey with you!

With gratitude and excitement,

________________________________________________________________________________________

Teresa Drabenstadt, Congregational President  |  Pastor Rob Nelson  |  Faith Fehlen, Church Administrator

On behalf of the New Heights Vision Team

God can do anything, you know—far more than you could ever imagine or guess or
request in your wildest dreams! He does it not by pushing us around

but by working within us, his Spirit deeply and gently within us.

~ Ephesians 3:20-21 MSG~


